Dear Ginnie,

We are having wonderful weather here these days. In Rome we missed the boat with sad things as it was wonderful there. Business and I went to the Valentine Ball of the American Committee for the Union last Saturday and I didn't go until after one - the latest I have been out for years. We had to go to this Ball as I have been the adviser of these ladies who work for the Union for some years - and they insisted that I must be present if I didn't go.

The Duchess of Kent and the Duchess of Kent's daughter, Princess Alexandra, were in Rome for some ten days - the Princess as riding there in British America that very day. They used to
The Peace of the Allies, and so every one we supposed to wear face ulcers. But, protest I, I did. It was the first time in some 34 years I had worn a whole face and I doubt if I will again. I had a conversation with her and she seemed like a very pleasant person. She is about 52. The American women here are about the only people who do anything for the blind. I saw the blind feel Braille books, touch the blind to read, and teach them occupations such as music, etc.

The papers here are full about the end of the war. The peace is not yet possible and reflect shamefully from it which...
of some unit happen. I was glad
I made up my mind not to go.

Last Monday night, a week ago,
Martin & I went to a favorite
Cinnamon, and began going to
bed, I gargled my throat. It
made me cough and I spit into
the toilet, at the same time auto-
matically pushing the slumber. My
upper plate flew out and you
can imagine my feelings when
I saw it disappearing in the
John. He had so many things
happen to me that I couldn't
help but laugh. The next day I had the plumber at work to try to retrieve it - but no good. Unfortunately I had an old plate that served me until the dentist gave me able to replace a new plate for me. I can laugh at minor tragedies now!

We are going to Christmas this Thursday evening as I want to get out of the depressing atmosphere of the city for some days. Things should be going well here - but the weather is not
In following the best example of the past 18 months I'm reading me - one spending and hoping we will pull them out of the hole. Most responsible people here are disturbed, and so many time to see me. Ministers and Americans, and I can't give them much comfort. A balanced budget is essential, and provide credit I think we are getting constantly a little deal here. My right is being driven harder and it means harm with only to the
Came back to the business of the country. Morass to his tee
struggle fairly well alone, but good
is not like much. The too late enough
for two weeks, relieving here this
coming Saturday, and will have
even Sunday morning. Some of
my friends at Washington say
the hope to receive the strong as
Sunday for defense!

We hope to see Anthony
Eisen and his wife in the
West and in Tennessee.
He said he would come up
for lunch or dinner again.

He will be returning shortly
to England.

In pure admiration I
much disapproved of Raffles' illness for they have become firm
friends and Adenauer too felt
confidence in Raffles which
confidence I know is wanted.

Under these circumstances
the activities of Raffles will
be limited, but he may be
close to play a professional
not for some time, and it's
peace comes thin away. I
know you do not feel about
talks quite as I do, but I
thought to think of it and more
of the people who are willing
to talk in his absence, may do
so for they are much more
active people.

I hope it's better now.
You see the family well.
The next is the winter at
home must be one. It has
Here's a new one. Some and 
Grace-Katzler, their best 
Wishes to you both. 

Marvin keeps me much 
love and good wishes to 

you all — 

Frank Jolly 

[Signature]